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Abstract— Applications in the cloud are subject to sporadic changes due to operational activities such as upgrade, redeployment, and on-demand scaling. These operations are also subject to interferences from other simultaneous operations. Increasing the dependability of these sporadic operations is non-trivial, particularly since traditional anomaly-detection-based diagnosis techniques are less effective during sporadic operation periods. A wide range of legitimate changes confound anomaly diagnosis and make baseline establishment for “normal” operation difficult. The increasing frequency of these sporadic operations (e.g. due to continuous deployment) is exacerbating the problem. Diagnosing failures during sporadic operations relies heavily on logs, while log analysis challenges stemming from noisy, inconsistent and voluminous logs from multiple sources remain largely unsolved.

In this paper, we propose Process Oriented Dependability (POD)-Diagnosis, an approach that explicitly models these sporadic operations as processes. These models allow us to (i) determine orderly execution of the process, and (ii) use the process context to filter logs, trigger assertion evaluations, visit fault trees and perform on-demand assertion evaluation for online error diagnosis and root cause analysis. We evaluated the approach on rolling upgrade operations in Amazon Web Services (AWS) while performing other simultaneous operations. During our evaluation, we correctly detected all of the 160 injected faults, as well as 46 interferences caused by concurrent operations. We did this with 91.95% precision. Of the correctly detected faults, the accuracy rate of error diagnosis is 96.55%.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Large-scale applications in cloud systems may consist of thousands of nodes with complex software stacks inside each node and dependencies among nodes. Diagnosing operation errors in such applications has always been difficult and there are a large number of works in this field [1]. The recent emergence of DevOps, infrastructure-as-code, and elastic cloud resources are adding some new challenges.

In the past, major sporadic changes (such as upgrade) to large-scale applications would be infrequent and often done during scheduled downtime with careful execution. Now, with high frequency continuous deployment, sporadic changes are being automated by complex scripts (including code that manipulates the infrastructure) and pre-defined triggers, with only occasional human intervention. These sporadic but now high frequency operations often touch the entire production system with significant consequences. This has introduced a number of problems. First, fully testing these operation scripts/code is difficult as mimicking the scale and complexity of the real production environment is not easy. Second, traditional exception handling mechanisms are best suited for a single language environment and breaking down as operations have to deal with different types of error responses from different systems – ranging from the error code of a cloud API call to a potential silent failure of a configuration change. This situation demands robust monitoring, diagnosis and recovery during the sporadic operations. Yet, traditional anomaly-detection-based diagnosis approaches (e.g. based on rules, statistics, machine learning) [1] are built for use during “normal” operations. They assume a system has normal operation profiles that can be learned from historical data and deviations from the profiles can help detect, localize, and identify faults.

In this paper, we adopt a model-based approach [1] that explicitly models these sporadic operations as processes and uses the process context to locate errors, filter logs, visit fault trees, and perform on-demand assertion evaluation for online error diagnosis and root cause analysis. In particular, our error diagnosis relies on a process model to specify the key steps and the desired system states (through assertions) after each key step. We then perform assertion evaluation and process conformance checking at runtime to locate errors within the process context. We further diagnose errors through the use of on-demand assertion evaluations (diagnosis tests) with the help of fault trees (essentially a structured repository of known errors and root causes). In terms of creating the process model, our initial work [2] shows that the process can be discovered using process mining [3] on normally generated logs of successful operations.

A rolling upgrade operation is a prime example of a sporadic operation and we will use it as our case study. We describe rolling upgrade in the next section. Errors during a rolling upgrade must be identified, diagnosed and handled within minutes or seconds as the full production system is at stake. Because of the problems outlined earlier, standard monitoring of normal operations is often deliberately disabled during the rolling upgrade. There is often a long gap between an error and its associated failure and there is no online error diagnosis if the error is detected. The default recovery is usually a complete but equally risky rollback operation (unless expensive redundancy is used).
Error diagnosis during operation time heavily relies on logs. In addition to the unique challenges due to the high frequency and sporadic nature of the operations, there are also log analysis challenges [4] exacerbated by the uncertain cloud environment, multiple distributed log sources and simultaneous confounding operations. Our POD-diagnosis approach also deals with them specifically.

Another challenge to log analysis comes from the voluminous and inconsistent logs from different systems including cloud infrastructure and application ecosystems. Events appearing in the log are often out of the context [4]. Our approach uses Logstash1 to filter and collect distributed logs from different sources using process-step-specific regular expressions and uses process conformance checking to localize the issues.

The cloud environment introduces uncertainties for operations that have traditionally been under the direct control of an enterprise. Enterprises have limited visibility of a cloud environment and have to rely on cloud infrastructure APIs and technologies to perform their sporadic operations. Many cloud resource-provisioning technologies such as CloudFormation2 use a declarative black-box approach for achieving the end results. This is equally true for typical configuration management tools like Chef3 or Cfengine4, which rely on eventual convergence to achieve desired end states. These tools feature neither online error diagnosis support nor fine-grained targeted healing – only complete rollback/opportunistic retry – if something goes wrong in the middle of the operations. Our approach breaks down a sporadic operation into finer-grained steps, performs conformance checking to detect any deviation from the expected execution of the process, defines intermediate expected outcomes through assertions, defines a fault tree for all the (known) possible intermediate errors and performs diagnosis tests visiting the fault tree for its root causes. Finally, the existing works in error diagnosis lack the awareness of multi-operations and ecosystem context [4].

The built-in exception handling in tools such as Asgard5 or Chef has only local information about the current operation it handles. Our approach has global visibility as it uses the aggregated and process-annotated logs from different operations in the central repository for error diagnosis.

We implemented our approach in a prototype and evaluated our approach in AWS. The evaluation results show that 95% of our online error diagnosis finishes within 3.83 seconds, with an overall precision of 91.95%, a recall of 100% for error detection, and 97.13% accuracy rate for root cause diagnosis.

Contributions6: The key contribution made by our Process-Oriented Dependability (POD)-Diagnosis approach is the use of process context (such as operation process id, instance id, step id, conformance status) to improve the success of error detection and diagnosis in this particular domain. Process context has not been applied before in this domain. Our technique is non-intrusive and does not require any modification to the operation scripts/tools. Also, we use fault trees to capture potential faults and root causes of intermediate errors, and the associated on-demand assertions (diagnosis checks) allow pinpointing root causes.

Another contribution is the evaluation, where we injected faults in 160 runs of a rolling upgrade process on AWS to test accuracy and completeness of POD-Diagnosis. There are no equivalent tools to compare against in this particular domain; hence this is an exploratory study.

The paper proceeds by introducing rolling upgrade in Section II, followed detailed discussions of POD-Diagnosis in Section III. Section IV presents the implementation of POD-Diagnosis. We evaluate our approach in Section V and discuss limitations in Section VI. Related work is discussed in Section VII, and Section VIII concludes the paper.

II. OPERATIONS PROCESS EXAMPLE: ROLLING UPGRADE

Rolling upgrade is an important element of continuous delivery and high frequency releases. In continuous deployment, a rolling upgrade of the entire system can happen multiple times a day [5] without system downtime.

Assume an application is running in the cloud. It consists of a collection of virtual machine instances, instantiated from a smaller number of different virtual machine images. Say, a new machine image representing a new release for one of the images (VMₖ) is available for deployment. The current version of VMₖ is Vₐ and the goal is to replace the N instances currently executing Vₐ with N instances executing the new version V₉. A further goal is to do this replacement while still providing a sufficient level of service to clients of VMₖ at any point of time during the replacement process, at least N’ instances running some version of VMₖ should be available for service.

One method for performing this upgrade is called rolling upgrade [6]. In a rolling upgrade, a small number of k (with k=N-N’) instances at a time currently running version Vₐ are taken out of service and replaced with k instances running version V₉. By only upgrading k machines, the number of instances in service remains at the desired level of N’. The time taken by the replacement process for one instance is usually in the order of minutes. Consequently performing a rolling upgrade for 100s or 1000s of instances will take on the order of hours. The virtue of rolling upgrade is that it only requires a small number of additional instances to perform the upgrade. Rolling upgrade is the industry standard method for upgrading instances [6].

In this paper, our examples are the provisioning failures that can occur during rolling upgrade. A provisioning failure not contain conformance checking, error diagnosis, or an in-depth evaluation.
occurs during the replacement process, specifically when one of the upgrade steps produces incorrect results. We do not consider failures due to logical inconsistencies among the versions being active simultaneously.

Current implementations of rolling upgrade vary. We base our discussion of provisioning failures on the method Asgard currently uses. Asgard is Netflix’s customized management console on top of AWS infrastructure. For provisioning failures, Asgard will recognize them and report the failure to the operator. The time between the failure occurring and the report to the operator may be as long as 70 minutes. Asgard may not recognize some provisioning failures such as failures caused by concurrent independent upgrades.

III. POD-DIAGNOSIS

Figure 1 gives an overview of POD-Diagnosis. The white boxes are the components of POD-Diagnosis; the grey boxes are third party components. A cogwheel on a box represents a log agent. The grey arrows represent log flow; the black arrows represent control flow. We first give an POD-Diagnosis overview, followed by details on the steps.

Logs are our primary sources of information. Some logs are generated by the cloud infrastructure while other logs are generated by an “operation node” (e.g. where Asgard runs) that orchestrates the operation. As we operate in the cloud, some logs are hidden by cloud providers but can be requested through API calls.

The process model is created offline using process mining techniques. The assertions and their evaluation are developed based on the process model, also offline. As the rolling upgrade proceeds, it generates log lines that trigger assertion evaluation and conformance checking. Assertion evaluation is also triggered from non-log sources such as timers and diagnosis. Assertions evaluate the state of the environment to detect anomalies. Detection of an anomaly triggers error diagnosis, which is reported to the operator.

A. Offline Process Mining and Assertion Creation

The process model can be created manually or discovered from logs by process mining [3]. The granularity of the model is determined by the analyst. The granularity may be constrained by log granularity if the process is discovered from logs. It is possible to construct a process model from scripts or runbooks and not be constrained by logs. To track the execution of the process, the analyst still needs to specify which log lines belong to which activity.

![Figure 1. POD-Diagnosis Overview](image)

![Figure 2. Process model of Rolling Upgrade, including time data.](image)

In our preliminary work [2], we discovered the process model from logs produced by Asgard – Figure 2 shows the resulting process model. For this purpose, we collected the logs from Asgard, clustered the log lines using a string distance metric, and manually combined and named clusters at the desired level of granularity. From this information, i.e., sets of log lines and the corresponding activity names, we derived regular expressions matching the log lines, and formed transformation rules: if (regex1, or regex2, or ...) matches, add tag [activity name] to the line. Then we applied these rules to all log lines. The tagged log is provided to an off-the-shelf process mining tool, Disco\(^7\), and resulted

\(^7\)Disco – http://fluxicon.com/disco/
in Figure 2. Discovery is the prime solution in process mining: from a set of event traces (in our case: logs), the algorithms derive causal dependencies between events, e.g., that event A is always followed by event B. By putting all such dependencies together, a process model such as the one shown in Figure 2, can be derived. However, system logs do not lend themselves naturally as direct input into the tools. Therefore we created the described pre-processing pipeline – as described in detail in [2].

The process model is used to guide the local log processors, central log processor and conformance checking. The local log processor uses the process model to annotate process context (process ID, instance ID, step ID, outcomes of the steps) on the log produced at runtime, and trigger other functionalities accordingly. Locations for annotations are typically the beginning or the end of a process step. It is also possible to have annotations during a process step, by making it dependent on a specific type of log line.

For each intermediary step, the expected outcomes can be captured as assertions. Note that the creation of the process model and the assertions needs to be done only for each process/operation using a particular tool, and are reusable for any arbitrary number of process instances (e.g., concrete rolling upgrades using Asgard). This means that our approach can be used when Asgard is used for a rolling upgrade regardless of the application being upgraded or the number of instances being upgraded.

B. Online Error Detection and Diagnosis

Operations can be performed manually or automatically by an operation agent installed on the application node. Many automated operations need an additional operation node to coordinate.

While the operation is underway, the operation node will produce operation logs. The produced logs are firstly processed by a local log processor agent, which filters the original logs, annotates the corresponding log lines with process context information, triggers post-step assertion evaluation and conformance checking according to the process context, and forwards “important” lines to the central log storage. By “important” line, we usually mean the log lines that represent the start or end of a process activity. The failure of assertion evaluation and conformance checking triggers Error Diagnosis.

The results of Conformance Checking, Assertion Evaluation and Error Diagnosis are also recorded as logs. They are forwarded to the central log storage and merged with the operation logs collected from distributed nodes. The data in the log storage can be used for future process discovery, e.g. when a process has changed, or offline diagnosis. A central log processor grabs the logs from the central log storage and triggers the error diagnosis when it finds a failure or exception indicated by the log line.

1) Log Processors

Figure 3 shows the local log processor running on operation node. The local log processor is a pipeline connecting a set of log-processing components. Once the log processor detects a new log line in the operation log file, the log line goes through the processing components within the pipeline.

Noise filters drop any log line that is not relevant to the current operation process based on regular expressions. The log annotator annotates the matched log line with context information using tags. The timer setter uses the log line indicating the start of the operation process to start the periodic timer and uses the log line indicating the end of the operation process to stop the periodic timer – see Section III.B.3 for details. The trigger uses the matched log line and annotated process context to trigger Conformance Checking and Assertion Evaluation. Finally, relevant log lines are forwarded to the central log storage.

2) Conformance Checking

Conformance checking in process mining refers to methods and algorithms for comparing if an event log fits a process model (or vice versa). Say, the log contains event A followed by B; conformance checking tells us if the process model permits this, or not. This is also referred to as fitness: to which degree does the log and the model fit? Several algorithms were proposed to this end in the literature. We use make use of the token replay technique from [3], Chapter 7.2, adapted from Petri Nets to the semantics of Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [7]. Conformance checking can detect the following types of errors:

- Unknown: a log line that is completely unknown.
- Error: a log line that corresponds to a known error.
- Unfit: a log line corresponds to a known activity, but that should not happen given the current execution state of the process instance. This can be due to skipped activities (going forward in the process) or undone activities (going backwards).

In order to check conformance in a near-real-time fashion, the local log agent sends a message to the service for each event, containing the process model ID (or process ID), the trace ID (or process instance ID), and the whole log line as outputted by respective system.

Upon receiving a message, Conformance Checking looks up the process instance, if it is known; if not, a new instance is created. Then it tries to match the log line against the regular expressions for identifying which process activity this line belongs to. If no match is found, the log line is tagged as [conformance:unclassified]. This is commonly the case for error messages or unusual execution paths in the
software, and treated like a detected error. If the line matches a regular expression of a known error, the line is tagged as [conformance: error].

If the activity to which the line belongs was identified, we check if this activity was expected to occur in the current state of the process instance – if it was “activated”. If so, we proceed the token replay with the execution of the found activity, store the new process instance state, and tag the log line with [conformance: fit]. If the activity was not activated, it was executed out of turn – in which case we tag the line as [conformance: unfit], which also indicates a detected error.

Any detected error triggers error diagnosis (see Section III.B.4). From the current execution state of the process instance, we can derive the process context, except for the outcome of a step – this is done by assertion evaluation. We can further derive the error context: the last valid state of the error, the last activity that executed successfully, and the hypothesized skipped/undone activities.

3) Assertion Evaluation

![Assertion Evaluation](image)

Figure 4. Assertion checking

The expected outcomes of each intermediary step are captured as assertions and evaluated at different times for different purposes (e.g. upon a step’s completion for error detection or upon error/failure detection for error diagnosis).

As shown in Figure 4, Assertion Evaluation can be triggered by three mechanisms. The local log processor is the primary trigger, which triggers assertions according to the process context information annotated on the log lines. Other trigger mechanisms include timers and on-demand command triggers. We have two types of timers: one-off timers and periodic timers. A one-off timer is used to check an assertion at a specified time point. Ideally, every step of the operation process produces logs indicating the start, in-progress and the end of the step. Normally, the log line indicating the completion of the step triggers the assertion evaluation. However, sometimes there is no log line indicating the completion of a certain step. In such cases, we set a timer to trigger the corresponding assertion evaluation after a period of time. A periodic timer is used to check an assertion every so often. As we mentioned in Section III.B.1, normally we set the periodic timer at the beginning of an operations process, and stop the periodic timer at the end of the operation process. In cases where a certain log event occurs periodically, we use log to adjust the timer setting to keep the timer aligned with the process context. For example, for a periodic log event we can set a timer when the first log event occurs. The timeout value is set to the duration after which the second log event is expected to occur, plus some slack time. The values are usually based on measured historical timing profiles and process mining. If the second log event occurs before timeout, the corresponding assertion evaluation is triggered and the timer is reset.

Assertion Evaluation uses AWS APIs and third party cloud monitors, such as Edda⁹, to check the online status of cloud resources, and configuration repositories to check the configuration values. We added a layer on top of AWS API to deal with the issue of eventual consistency. We provide a set of pre-defined assertions to check cloud resources, which operators can use directly. We also provide an assertion library, which analyst can use to link their assertions with the operation processes.

There are two types of assertions. High-level assertions check the status of the overall system, for example, “assert the system has at least $M$ instance with the new version”. Low-level assertions check the status of a specific node. The analyst decides whether to use high-level assertions, which takes longer time to diagnose if failure occurs, or use low-level assertions, which introduce more overhead. There are two scenarios in which we use the low-level assertions: (i) to double-check the results if the log indicates acknowledged success of a certain API call, and (ii) to check for subtle errors at the application level or in the configuration.

4) Error Diagnosis

When an assertion evaluation fails, a process non-conformance is detected, or an error/failure is reported by other monitoring systems, Error Diagnosis is triggered to diagnose the causes at runtime.

Error Diagnosis searches for the root causes when a failure occurs. The errors/failures could be caused by the operations process itself, the cloud infrastructure, co-located applications or other simultaneous operations. The contribution of our diagnosis comes largely from on-demand assertions defined for each type of error/failure. Other diagnostic information can come from third party monitors or configuration repositories, which may provide data on who changed the configuration, when, and why.

Since our POD-Diagnosis is oriented towards Cloud operations, the root causes consequently refer to those events in operation levels, such as exceptions, misconfigurations, system call fails, etc. From the root causes to the potential errors detected by the error detection, there are a large number of intermediate events that connect root causes to errors. For an efficient diagnosis, all the events and the dependencies among them should be well structured. Further, the events including possible failures/errors, their associated potential faults, and on-demand assertions can be naturally organized into tree-like structures. Thus, we created fault trees to serve as a reference model for both robust operations.

⁹ Edda – https://github.com/Netflix/edda
design and error diagnosis. In contrast to traditional fault tree analysis (FTA) for hardware architectures, the fault trees here are constructed from and based on application system functions and knowledge of their possible faults. Note that the fault trees are not employed for FTA; instead we use them to structure data in a repository.

Figure 5 shows part of a fault tree derived from the failure of assertion “assert the system has \( N \) instances with the new version”. There is one fault tree per assertion. As can be seen in the figure, there are some variables in the tree. When the Error Diagnosis is triggered, we firstly select the correct tree(s) according to the assertion that triggered the diagnosis. Secondly we instantiate the variables in these trees with the parameters from the runtime request, e.g. the number of nodes (\( N \)). Then the associated process context from the request is used to prune sub-trees that are not relevant in that process context. For example, in Figure 5, the left-most sub-tree (below Create LC’ fails) is associated with the step Update launch configuration (see Figure 2) as process context, and the right-most sub-tree with step New instance ready… . If the assertion after New instance ready... triggered diagnosis, we prune all other sub-trees.

After selecting and instantiating the context-specific sub-trees, the corresponding diagnostic tests (on-demand assertion evaluation / consulting monitoring/repository) are determined by visiting these sub-trees in a top-down manner, so as to confirm or exclude potential faults. If the check at a particular node has already been done, e.g. for an ancestor node, the diagnosis results are reused. The diagnostic tests that are actually performed are highly dynamic and compositional depending on the current situation. If the test for a current node shows the related error is not present, we proceed elsewhere (and prune the respective sub-tree); if the error is present, we visit the child nodes. Diagnosis stops at the point where no further child nodes can be checked, e.g. when an instance was terminated, but the diagnosis cannot determine why. Any faults from descendant nodes below the deepest successful error tests might be the root causes. The partial log below shows an example result from diagnosis. The corresponding sub-tree is highlighted by the dashed box.
in Figure 5. In this particular run, the assertion that a new instance uses the correct version failed, because the launched instance is based on the wrong AMI.

...[2013-11-19 11:48:01,100] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] Performing on demand assertion checking: The ASG ASG-dsn is using a correct version. 4 potential faults in total...
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,101] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Verifying the security group setting of the ASG ASG-dsn
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,187] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Verifying the security group setting: The ASG ASG-dsn is using a correct security group. 1/4 fault is excluded
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,188] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Verifying the key pair setting of the ASG ASG-dsn
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,262] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Verifying the key pair setting: The ASG ASG-dsn is using a correct key pair. 2/4 faults are excluded
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,263] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Verifying the AMI setting of the ASG ASG-dsn
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,333] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] [AssertionId] Failed verification of the AMI setting: The ASG ASG-dsn is using a wrong AMI.
[2013-11-19 11:48:01,333] [diagnosis] [ProcessInsId] [stepId] One root cause is identified ...

At this stage, the order in which potential faults are examined is determined by the fault probability. Another option would be to consider the expected time/cost of the diagnostic tests when determining the test order.

C. Discussion of Effort

The effort on model discovery, log annotation configuration, assertion specification and fault tree creation only needs to be spent only once for an operation tool, such as Asgard. The effort could thus be spent once by the vendor / open-source community. An individual organization using Asgard to perform their rolling upgrade does not need any additional effort to benefit from our system. In particular, no effort is required per rolling upgrade execution.

Even though the effort is one-off, the process model creation part (and associated regular expressions for triggering assertions) is highly automated using process mining techniques [2]. The effort should be in the order of a few hours or less, given suitable logs are readily available. Evolution of the process model can be achieved by amending the set of training data with more logs as they become available. As such, the model can be extended or changed to fit the amended data. Model building is essentially an orthogonal issue and this paper demonstrated how having such a model improves dependability.

Although the implementation (discussed Section IV) is specific to the rolling upgrade process provided by Netflix Asgard, the fault trees form a valuable knowledge base reusable in any sporadic operations using the cloud API and in other diagnosis situation (sporadic or not). Conformance Checking is purely automatic, given the process model. This shows the approach is generalizable to other operations.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Our log processors are based on Logstash—an open source tool for managing events and logs. The log processors use regular expressions to match log lines, and process the matched log lines. The code snippet below gives an example of the Logstash entries of a log line from the original operation process with our process context tags—note that @message contains the original log line.

```json
{"source": "asgard.log", @tags: ["push", "asg", "step4"], @fields: {"time": [2013-10-24 11:41:48, 312], "amiid": ["ami-750c9e6f"], "asgId": ["pm-asg"], "appid": ["pm"], "instanceId": ["i-7df34041"], "num": ["4"], @timestamp: "2013-10-24 24:00:11:48.855Z", @source_host: "NICTA.local", @source_path: "asgard.log", @message: "[2013-10-24 11:41:48,312] [Task:Pushing ami-750c9e6f into group pm-asg for app pm com.netflix.asgard.Task 2013-10-24_11:41:48.908: {Ticket: null}, {User: null}, {Client: localhost 0:0:0:0:0:0:1%0:0 [Region: ap-southeast-2] [Pushing ami-750c9e6f into group pm-asg for app pm] Instance pm on i-7df34041 is ready for use. 4 of 4 instance relaunches done. }, @type: "asgard"]}
```

Conformance Checking, Assertion Evaluation and Error Diagnosis are implemented as RESTful Web Services, based on RESTlet—RESTful Web API framework for Java. The process model is provided to the services up-front. At the moment, assertion evaluations are implemented in a combination of Java and scripts, depending on what is to be asserted. The pre-defined assertions are developed by us, specific to Asgard, and are based on our understanding.

The log line below gives an example of the assertion result produced by the assertion evaluation, which was triggered by the log line shown above.

```json
{"source": "assertion-evaluation.log", @tags: ["pushing pm-asg", "step4"], @fields: {"time": [2013-10-24 11:42:00.319], "taskId": ["pushing pm-asg", "step4"], @timestamp: "2013-10-24 00:42:00.3192", @source_host: "NICTA.local", @source_path: "postcondition.log", @message: "[2013-10-24 11:42:00.319] [assertion] [Task:pushing pm-asg] [Step:step4] ASG pm-asg has 4 instances. ", @type: "assertion"}
```

To be resilient against AWS API inconsistency [8], we also implemented a consistent AWS API layer. This includes an exponential retry mechanism: if the supposed status of a specific cloud resource is different from our expectation we retry the respective AWS API calls automatically. We also introduce an API timeout mechanism: assertion evaluations are regarded as failed if API calls time out. Timeout values are set based on experiments, at the 95% percentile.

V. EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the POD-Diagnosis approach, we injected real faults in a realistic environment. In this section, we report the diagnosis time, precision and recall of error detection, and accuracy of root cause diagnosis. The next section discusses the results and some general limitations.

---

10 RESTlet – http://restlet.org
A. Evaluation Methodology

As our approach is specifically designed for sporadic operations (rather than normal operations), it would be unfair to compare it with diagnosis approaches designed for normal operations. The current practice in industry is to disable most systems for monitoring, automated log analysis, and automated diagnosis during a sporadic operation. If something goes wrong, the sporadic operation is rolled back and an operator conducts a manual diagnosis by running tools from a command line interface and checking various logs. To some degree, POD-Diagnosis automates this manual diagnosis. Our diagnosis time is within seconds, so it would also not be appropriate to compare with manual diagnosis, which may take minutes at least.

Our experiment is running on AWS. We performed rolling upgrade on clusters with 4 or 20 instances. Netflix Asgard is chosen to assist the rolling upgrades. We injected 8 different types of faults into the clusters. Those faults are reported by industry outage reports or experienced by us during rolling upgrade. These faults are representative.

For each of the 8 faults, we conducted 20 runs (i.e., 160 runs in total). We also injected simultaneous operations (such as legitimate scaling in/out or changes to instances) to confound our diagnosis. Among the 20 runs, we mixed a combination of different simultaneous operations. The operations were run in an AWS account shared with an external independent research team whose use may also introduce some confounding factors, such as desired instance number, launch configuration, and call limits imposed on a specific region of a single account.

B. Experiment Setup

The application on which the rolling upgrade is performed is a distributed log monitoring system consisting of Redis\textsuperscript{11}, Logstash, ElasticSearch\textsuperscript{12}, and Kibana\textsuperscript{13}, running on the Ubuntu operating system. Each deployed instance of the application can be used to aggregate distributed logs produced by the customer’s own applications.

We have a cluster with 4 or 20 instances deployed in AWS as an ASG. The ASG-based cluster is associated with an Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) to provide a point of contact for incoming traffic. When the ASG finds an unhealthy instance (e.g., caused by termination), it replaces the instance with a new one. Asgard does rolling upgrade by terminating instances from the ASG, and utilizing the ASG to launch new instances with the new version – see Figure 2.

The instances within the ASG are associated with one Security Group (SG). All the instances use the same Key pair for connection. Upgrading an instance could include changing AMI, SG, Key or other configurations, such as instance type, kernel ID, or RAM disk ID. In our experiment, we upgraded 1/4 nodes at a time if the cluster size was 4/20, respectively, during rolling upgrade.

Our experiment uses a combination of step-specific assertions and high-level overall assertions at different stages of the rolling upgrade. For example, we “assert the system has N instances with the new version” after each completion of the loop, as mentioned in Section III.B.4. In parallel to assertion evaluation, each log line is forwarded to the conformance checking service.

To simulate a complex ecosystem, we ran another small simultaneous operation in parallel to rolling upgrade – ASG’s scaling-in. We also randomly terminated instances to increase the uncertainty of cloud infrastructure. Our approach did detect such errors, but could not diagnose the root causes without information like which AWS API calls happened – see the discussion on CloudTrail in Section VII. For example, in our experiment we were able to diagnose when the root cause was ASG scale-in, but not when the root cause was termination of instances.

C. Fault Injection

We ran our experiment by injecting one fault into the process at a random point of time during rolling upgrade. POD-Diagnosis can tackle three types of faults at this stage: (i) faults causing mixed versions due to unexpected simultaneous upgrades, (ii) resource faults, and (iii) configuration faults. We injected the following 8 representative faults in our experiment:

1. AMI changed during upgrade
2. Key pair management fault
3. Security group configuration fault
4. Instance type changed during upgrade
5. AMI is unavailable during upgrade
6. Key pair is unavailable during upgrade
7. Security group is unavailable during upgrade
8. ELB is unavailable during upgrade

One of the most challenging faults is the ASG mixed version error, which can be caused by two simultaneous rolling upgrades. In a large-scale deployment, this can happen quite easily if different development teams push out changes independently during a relatively long upgrade process. This can result in mixed versions of the system co-existing. Some faults, such as AMI changes, essentially simulate the continuous deployment scenario where largely independent teams push small updates to the production environment through rolling upgrade. There might be conflicts or race conditions during these rolling upgrades.

Some faults, such as key pair management, correspond to classical operator problems around ssh-based command orchestration and security. Other faults, such as security group settings, represent the configuration errors, the complexity of infrastructure and networks settings. A third class of faults, such as Elastic Load Balancer (ELB) faults and resource unavailability represent the uncertainty of the infrastructure. For example, an AWS ELB service disruption \cite{9} was caused by “missing ELB state data” last year.

---

\textsuperscript{11} Redis – http://redis.io/
\textsuperscript{12} ElasticSearch – http://www.elasticsearch.org/
\textsuperscript{13} Kibana – http://rashidkpc.github.io/Kibana/
D. Experiment Results

Conformance checking was used to detect errors and derive the error context. The first 4 fault types are not detectable by conformance checking (since the log output is the same). Out of the remaining 4 fault types with 20 runs each (i.e., 80 runs in total), conformance checking found that 20 produced erroneous log traces before assertion checking. When called locally, the conformance checking service responded on average in about 10ms.

The evaluation shows that 95% of the online error diagnosis finished within 3.83 seconds. The overall precision was 91.95%, the recall was 100% for error detection, and the accuracy rate for root cause diagnosis was 97.13%. Table I shows the formulas we used to calculate these percentages, where $T,P,F,N$ mean true/false/positive/negative – e.g. $TP$ is the number of true positives. Of the correctly detected faults, we calculate the accuracy rate of diagnosis by dividing the number of root causes being accurately diagnosed by the number of errors being detected. In the cases of $FP_{det}$, the accurate diagnosis tells us “No root cause identified”.

In Figure 6, we give the distribution of error diagnosis time of the 160 runs. The range of the diagnosis time is from 1.29s to 10.44s. The average diagnosis time is 2.30s.

The values of detection precision, detection recall and diagnosis accuracy rate grouped by fault type are shown in the column chart of Figure 7.

VI. DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS

A. Discussion

All 160 faults we injected in our experiment were detected by our assertion evaluation. Thus, $FN_{det}$ of all the 8 faults are 0, and recall of error detection is 100%. The assertion evaluations triggered by log provide an effective detection. The reasons for this high rate are discussed below.

Due to some limitations of our approach, there are false positives of detection, and wrong diagnosis. We give a few examples here and discuss the limitation in the next section.

One class of $FP_{det}$ is caused by the error detection triggered due to timeout. The timeout setting comes from historical data. There are rare cases that an operation is running successfully, with late log appearance, which causes the assertion evaluation to fail. However, in all such cases, our diagnosis returned “No root cause identified”. This issue could be solved by increasing the timeout values, at the cost of later detection of actual errors.

The second class of $FP_{det}$ is caused by an unexpected long assertion evaluation. In such cases, when the assertion evaluation asserts the number of instances, the “should-be” number is changed by another assertion evaluation thread, which caused the assertion evaluation to fail.

One class of wrong diagnosis comes from purely timer based assertion evaluation failure. As it was not triggered by log lines, there was very limited information (e.g. no instance id) on the target that diagnosis tests can check.

The second class of wrong diagnosis comes from multiple diagnoses across rolling upgrade loops. A changed AMI fault happened and it caused some instances of the wrong version to be launched. Multiple assertion failures and associated diagnosis tests are conducted. During this period, the AMI changed again causing the diagnosis results to be different across different diagnosis tests.

The third class of wrong diagnosis comes from a transient launch configuration change fault. The fault injection mechanism injected a fault and then corrected it soon after. When the on-demand diagnosis test tried to confirm the root cause, it could not find any faults since the root cause had effectively been removed by that time. To mitigate this, one could consult other sources of information, such as CloudTrail – which can take fairly long to provide the relevant information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Injected fault</th>
<th>Detected</th>
<th>Undetected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TP$_{det}$</td>
<td>FN$_{det}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No fault</td>
<td>FP$_{det}$</td>
<td>TN$_{det}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision of Detection</th>
<th>$P_{det} = \frac{TP_{det}}{TP_{det} + FP_{det}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recall of Detection</td>
<td>$R_{det} = \frac{TP_{det}}{TP_{det} + FN_{det}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy Rate of Diagnosis</td>
<td>$AR = \frac{Num_{correct}}{TP_{det} + FP_{det}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The fourth class of wrong diagnosis comes from interference by the other independent team sharing the same AWS account. The simultaneous operation on a different set of instances caused the account instance limit to be reached. Our fault tree did not capture this as a potential root cause, thus the diagnosis stopped at an error on exceeding limit. We amended the on demand assertions and the root cause so that we can correctly diagnose this fault in the future.

Some assertions are added because of the subtle errors or potential causes we learn about over time (in addition to the assertions simply capturing expected intermediate outcomes). They act like regression tests. That is both a strength and a weakness. The strength is shown by the high rate of detection of injected errors. The weakness is that previously unseen errors may pass undetected. However, the assertions about expected intermediate outcomes can already capture many important errors. On the other hand, conformance checking finds deviations from the usual log behavior, and does not require manual specification of known errors. However, conformance checking only detects errors that can be detected from changed log behavior. These two types of triggering are complementary. The ability of conformance checking to detect a high number of errors in the absence of assertions is part of an ongoing investigation.

**B. Limitations**

First, our approach is designed for sporadic operations. As mentioned earlier, due to the emerging “continuous” high frequency nature of sporadic operations, the approach could be deployed alongside normal operations. It is not meant to replace normal operation monitoring and error diagnosis.

Second, our approach at the moment heavily relies on logs, whose quality varies across different software and cloud infrastructure providers. If there is very limited information in logs, the process discovery, conformance checking, and assertion-based error detection might be severely affected. Because logs are extremely important in system management and troubleshooting, in contemporary production systems integrated logs and logging sub-systems have become a MUST. Moreover, administrators and engineers strongly desire well-formatted and easily understandable logs and autonomous system monitors request machine-readable logs. Thus, our requirements on logs are becoming more realistic through the evolution of the industry. Our assertion evaluation also supports timers and can be triggered by non-log sources, which overcomes the limitation to a degree. But as discussed above, inappropriate timeout settings can introduce more false positives.

Third, for online diagnosis, the information staleness and timeliness in various monitoring facilities is essential. For example, we could not use the newly released CloudTrail for API call logs due to the major delay between a call and the associated log appearing. On the other hand, the fault might be transient and may have disappeared when the on-demand diagnosis tests are conducted.

We note there are limitations that are intrinsic to our approach such as relying on logs and targeting sporadic operations. Other limitations are due to the quality of the current set of assertions, fault trees and diagnosis tests. One can always improve them to detect unforeseen ones.

**VII. RELATED WORK**

**A. Error Handling in Operation Processes**

When an operation process is automated through scripts and the infrastructure-as-code approach, the error handling mechanisms within the scripting or high-level languages can detect and react to errors through exception handling, for example error handlers in Asgard, AWS API error code, such as [10], and Chef’s fault handlers [11]. These exception handling mechanisms are best suited for a single language environment breaking down, as operations have to deal with different types of error responses from different systems. Exception handling also only has local information rather than global visibility when an exception is caught. That’s why run time external monitoring, diagnosis and recovery are needed.

Most of the configuration management (e.g. CFEngine) and cloud resource provisioning mechanisms (e.g. CloudFormation) use a convergence-based or declarative approach where they keep retrying and waiting or exit if something is wrong. As the execution order is non prescriptive or behind a black box engine, there is often very little can be done on diagnosing intermediate errors.

**B. Configuration Error Detection and Diagnosis**

As traditional operations are often about changing configuration, there are a large number of configuration error detection and diagnosis tools and research.

Confdiagnoser [12] uses static analysis, dynamic profiling and statistical analysis to link the undesired behavior to specific configuration options. It could diagnose both crashing and non-crashing configuration errors. The technique requires instrumentation around the configuration options in source code and does not diagnose the root cause. ConfAid [13] uses information-flow tracking to analyze the dependencies between the error symptoms and the configuration entries to identify root causes. ConfAid uses dynamic taint analysis to diagnose configuration problems by monitoring causality within the program binary as it executes. The approach is largely for diagnosing a single program’s configuration rather than configuration errors introduced during operation. CODE [14] is a tool automatically detects software configuration errors, which is based on identifying invariant configuration access rules that predict what access events follow what contexts. It requires no source code, application-specific semantics, or heavyweight program analysis. Using these rules, CODE can sift through a voluminous number of events and detect deviant program execution. Our approach is complimentary to CODE by detecting a wider source of errors and diagnosing them.

**C. Log analysis tools**

There are a large number of log analysis tools that can be used for error diagnosis purposes. First, all of them do not conduct online diagnosis through automatically performing diagnosis tests. Second, there is no process context used
during diagnosis. The logs are usually organized around sources and only provide manual drilling down.

In Nov. 2013, AWS announced a new product called CloudTrail\(^{14}\) that logs all API calls. We evaluated the product, but the delay (up to 15 minutes) between a call and its CloudTrail log appearing is not suitable for online diagnosis.

SEC [15] is an event correlation tool for advanced event processing, which can be harnessed for event log monitoring, for network and security management, for fraud detection, and for any other task, which involves event correlation. Event correlation is a procedure where a stream of events is processed, in order to detect (and act on) certain event groups that occur within predefined time windows. SEC reads lines from files, named pipes, or standard input, matches the lines with patterns (like regular expressions or Perl subroutines) for recognizing input events, and correlates events according to the rules in its configuration file(s). SEC can produce output by executing external programs (e.g., snmptrap or mail), by writing to files, by sending data to TCP and UDP based servers, by calling precompiled Perl subroutines, etc. LogMaster \([16]\) is an event correlation mining system and an event prediction system. LogMaster parses logs into event sequences where each event is represented as an informative nine-tuple. The correlations between non-failure and failure events are very important in predicting failures.

Source code is the schema of logs. \([17]\) parses console logs by combining source code analyses. Then it applies machine learning techniques to learn common patterns from a large amount of console logs, and detect abnormal log patterns that violate the common patterns. Sherlog \([18]\) is proposed as a tool to analyze source code by leveraging information provided by run-times log to infer what must or may have happened during the failed production run. It requires neither re-execution of the program nor knowledge on the log’s semantics. It could infer both control and data value information regarding to the failed execution. It uses runtime log to narrow down the possibilities in terms of both execution paths and states during the failed execution in the source code.

D. Intrusive Log improvement for error diagnosis

While there are a number of “rules of thumb” \([19]\) for designing better logging messages, these still do not capture the specific information. LogEnhancer \([20]\) automatically enhances existing logging code to aid future post-failure debugging. LogEnhancer modifies each log message in a given piece of software to collect additional causally related information to ease diagnosis in case of failures. It is the first attempt to systematically and automatically enhance log messages to collect causally-related information for diagnosis in case of failures. \([21]\) proposes an approach based on software fault injection to assess the effectiveness of logs to keep track of software faults triggered in the field. It provides an approach to assess the built-in log effectiveness in a quantitative way. This work motivates their follow-up work \([22]\), which leverage artifacts produced at system design time and puts forth a set of rules to formalize the placement of the logging instructions within the software fault source code to make logs effective to analyze software failures.

E. Error Diagnosis during Normal Operation

There are also statistics, machine learning and rule-based approaches for diagnosing errors during normal operation \([23-27]\). As noted earlier, they are built for use during “normal” operations. They assume a system has normal operation profiles that can be learned from historical data and deviations from the profiles can help detect, localize and identify faults.

Another category of tools are distributed tracing tools such as Google’s Drapper \([28]\), Twitter’s Zipkin \([29]\) and Berkeley’s X-Trace \([30]\). They are usually used manually during diagnosis. There is also no notion of processes and process contexts.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Error diagnosis during sporadic operations is difficult, as the systems are constantly changing and there are no “normal” profiles to help to detect anomalies. In the past, such sporadic operations were less frequent and done at off-peak times or during scheduled down time. But nowadays, continuous deployment practices are turning sporadic operations into relatively high-frequency occurrences. In this paper, we propose POD-Diagnosis which treats a sporadic operation as a process, detects and diagnoses intermediate step errors through conformance checking, assertion evaluation, and on demand diagnosis tests. The evaluation results are promising, with percentages above 90% for precision, recall, and diagnosis accuracy. We also discussed weaknesses of our approach, including types of errors that are challenging to detect with POD-Diagnosis.

In order to simplify specifying boilerplate assertions, we are designing an assertion specification language at the moment. We plan to automate the generation of assertions. We are also expanding the scope into more types of configurations and operation tasks inside a virtual machine. Finally, we are working towards releasing most of the tools and services described as open-source software.
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